Perfect light transmission in Fibonacci arrays of dielectric multilayers.
In this paper we study the propagation of light through an asymmetric array of dielectric multilayers built by joining two porous silicon substructures in a Fibonacci sequence. Each Fibonacci substructure follows the well-known recursive rule but in the second substructure dielectric layers A and B are exchanged. Even without mirror symmetry, this array gives rise to multiple transparent states, which follow the scaling properties and self-similar spectra of a single Fibonacci multilayer. We apply the transfer matrix formalism to calculate the transmittance. By setting the transfer matrix of the array equal to ± I, the identity matrix, frequencies of perfect light transmission are reproduced in our theoretical calculations. Although the light absorption of porous silicon in the optical range limits our experimental study to low Fibonacci generations, the positions of the transparent states are well predicted by the above-mentioned condition. We conclude that mirror symmetry in arrays of Fibonacci multilayers is sufficient but not necessary to generate multiple transparent states, opening broader applications of quasiperiodic systems as filters and microcavities of multiple frequencies.